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Cobra Max is a lightweight and compact tool, therefore reducing strain, easy to get into tight areas 
with less operator fatigue.

FEATURES

Long and short track magazine available to suit every trade. 
Removable magazine track for easy clearance

Adjustable depth control perfect for full 
range of install options

Belt hook Fits to your tool belt
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ADVANTAGES

LED indicator lights power level for low bar 

Egonomic Handle Easy to hold and good for prolonged use

Integral cooling unit for high use applications

Rugged construction made in Japan – reliable Japanese mechanism  
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Cobra Max is an advanced concrete nailer built for the toughest jobs on site. With 42 nail long 
track  capacity or 24 short track capacity, Cobra Max is customisable for all your needs. A 12 
month warranty will give you peace of mind should the unexpected happen.
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ACCESSORIES

Cobra comes with a range of accessories dependant on the application you are looking for. 
Drillfast stock all the various sizes.

Cobra Gas Cannister supplied with 
800 pins in kit. Or available for 
individual purchase. 

Strap washer to help retain lagging 
and other products.

Cable tie mount great for handling 
cable, pipe and duct. 

M10 Cobra double shot hanger for 
products suspended from M10 rod.

Half saddles great for holding pipe 
against the flat surface. 

Quickclip is perfect for CXL and pex 
pipes. Ideal for use with the quick 
channel. (above & below)

Cobra Pins, most common sizes 
13mm-22mm. Hardened pins available 
for hard concrete applications.

Ideal for installing cables and 
lightweight pipework to concrete 
surfaces with cable ties. Suits small 
and large diameter cable ties.

The Cobra Contractor Pack consists of 
800 x pins, cable tie mounts (donuts) 
and cable ties, making it the 
contractor’s perfect choice!!!
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